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There has been extensive redistribution of people, goods, 
services, and land uses in the twentieth century. These 
changes can be directly related to more and improved 
transportation. More highways and automobiles have 
given increased choices to those who own or have the 
use of automobiles. It is sometimes assumed that im
proved public transportation gives increased choices to 
those who do not have the use of automobiles. 

Some researchers maintain that the question of choice 
is not significant in analyzing mass transit systems as 
related to the poor who do not have automobiles. Their 
arguments are supported by data on low latent demand 
for travel among the poor, the low priority attached to 
mobility by the poor, and empirical evidence showing 
that the daily travel of the poor is much less than the 
travel of those who have higher incomes. 

This research was designed to study the way in which 
a low-income population receiving subsidies through the 
Department of Social Services Aid to Families With De
pendent Children (AFDC) traveled. Their perceptions 
of trip modal choice and their satisfaction with the travel 
mode used were included in a travel diary. 

The questions addressed were those of the actual be
havior exhibited in the travel patterns and modal choice 
of this low-income population. Is there a low demand 
for travel? Is mobility given low priority by the poor? 
Do the poor restrict their travel to certain days, hours, 
and geographic sites? 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND 
METHODOLOGY 

A sample of 50 persons was chosen from the original 
population (!, Vol. 1) of 437 recipients of AFDC. Each 
person was asked to participate in a further, in-depth 
study of his or her travel habits and preferences. 

There were seven phases in the project: (a) select
ing the subsample, (b) developing and pretesting the travel 
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diary and travel diary questionnaire, (c) training the par
ticipants, (d) completing the travel diary, (e) adminis
tering the questionnaire, (f) analyzing the data, and (g) 
discussing with agency and community representatives 
to coordinate the findings with those reported on the 
larger sample. 

To ensure that the sample would be geographically 
representative of the total AFDC population the respon
dents were randomly selected from each of the four city 
divisions (1, Vol. 2). The number of respondents from 
each division was proportional to the ratio of the AFDC 
population to the total population of the division. If a re
placement was needed, an alternate respondent was ran
domly chosen either from the same census tract or from 
a contiguous census tract within the same city division. 

The travel diary had a structured format that was de
signed to elicit detailed information about travel habits 
over a specific period of time. Following the training of 
the respondents in the proper use of the travel diary for -
mat, each respondent was requested to account for three 
different travel outings or trips. The respondents then 
carried out each outing on a diiierent day during the 
course of a week. Participants arbitrarily chose the 
trips on which they would report, and all trips began and 
ended at his or her home. A travel outing is comprised 
of a series of stops or destinations that can be viewed as 
the various legs or segments of a journey. After an out
ing, the respondent described each trip segment, includ
ing the trip home, by completing the travel diary. For 
example, a respondent completing three outings, each 
comprised of three stops, accounted for nine trip seg
ments in all. 

After the respondent completed the three travel out
ings, a trained interviewer administered a short supple
mentary questionnaire. This instrument was designed 
to (a) obtain information regarding the respondents' use 
of and attitudes toward the mass transit system in Syra
cuse, (b) learn how the respondents receive information 
about the transit system (e.g., information about sched
ules, routes, and special services), and (c) gather infor
mation about the respondents' access to and use of an 
automobile. The information collected from this ques
tionnaire also served as a check for the data generated 
by the questionnaire used in the earlier study (!, Vol. 1). 



Both the travel diary and the travel diary question
naire were pretested by two students who were receiv
ing welfare and attending an adult basic learning center. 

DATA BASE 

Fifty respondents completed and reported on three travel 
outings, or trips, each that were taken between May 
24 and July 28, 1974. Therefore, there was a total of 
150 outings with the origin and destination being the 
home. Each outing represented a number of legs or 
trip segments, the origins and destinations of which 
could be anywhere within Syracuse or Onondaga County. 
In the presentation of data that follows, each trip seg
ment is treated as a complete trip. 

The subsample was selected so that no respondent 
owned a car, but in all other respects they were repre
sentative of the general AFDC study population. The 
group consisted of predominately nonworking females 
(48 out of 50) between the ages of 18 and 74 and varied 
in race, educational level, and income. All had a mini
mum education of at least grade five. 

MAJOR FINDINGS 

The following is a summary of the major findings that 
are related to four general areas: (a) time of travel, 
(b) distribution of trip destinations, (c) trip purpose, 
and (d) respondents' attitudes concerning a variety of 
travel modes. 

Time of Travel 

The majority of the travel outings occurred between 10 
a.m. and 5 p.m. with the peak travel time between 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m. The peak is the same when the data 
are disaggregated by mode of travel. There were dif
ferences, however, in the after-5 p.m. data: Few indi
viduals borrowed automobiles after that time; walking 
and bus riding declined markedly; and, finally, there 
was no decrease in travel as an automobile passenger. 
In fact, travel as an automobile passenger became the 
principal and almost only mode used during the evening 
and nighttime hours. 

Distribution of Trip Destination 

In general, the trip destinations were concentrated in 
the central business district (CBD), in outlying areas 
where services are concentrated, and in areas where 
a large number of medical services are found. 

There were modal differences in the distribution of 
activities. Travel by walking showed a well-dispersed 
geographical distribution, although there were two areas 
of concentration, the CBD and the Westvale shopping cen
ter area, which is easily accessible by walking for a 
large number of residents on the west side of the city. 

Destinations reached by bus were concentrated in the 
CBD and in areas where a large number of medical ser
vices are found. 

Destinations reached by automobile were geograph
ically dispersed, and the range of travel was much 
wider than that found with any other mode. However, 
there were areas of concentration-the CBD and areas 
contiguous to it, and the shopping areas outside the 
city. 

Trip Purpose 

The majority of the outings were single-purpose trips, 
and most could be classified as shopping or social
recreational or both. Less than one-tenth were work-
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related trips. The automobile was the iµost frequently 
used mode, the bus was the second, and walking was 
third. Most of the trips in the last category were short. 

The following differences were found when we cross
tabulated modes of travel and trip purposes. The prin
cipal means of travel for visiting or going to places of 
entertainment was the automobile. When grocery shop
ping, respondents either walked, for shorter trips, or 
went by automobile. When shopping for goods other than 
groceries, respondents used a variety of modes, depend
ing on the destination: the bus for travel to the CBD, 
walking within the CBD or for short distances, and the 
automobile to shopping areas outside the city. When going 
to work, most respondents used the bus or the automo
bile, and when traveling to medical services, respon
dents used the bus most often. 

Respondents' Attitudes 

Most of the respondents reported that the mode they had 
used during the specific outing was the usual way that 
they traveled to that destination, and most viewed it as 
a satisfactory method of travel in that situation. The 
chief exceptions to this were the taxi users, who reported 
that this was not their usual mode of traveling to the par
ticular place they had traveled to. Less than one-third 
of all respondents felt that bus travel was convenient, 
and the rest were undecided. 

Most of the respondents found the bus to be inconve
nient when traveling to places of entertainment and when 
grocery shopping, but convenient when shopping for 
goods other than groceries or when going to work. 

In general, the study population felt that they were at 
a disadvantage because they did not own automobiles. 
They did not have freedom of travel, and, because of a 
heavy reliance on the bus service, they were restricted 
due to the inflexibility of the existing system of bus 
routes and schedules. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The travel of this low-income group is primarily a func
tion of where and when buses travel. The results of this 
dependence on mass transit have been discussed in nu
merous studies. These discussions center on the social, 
economic, geographical, and political impact of mass 
transit on mobility. The ability to secure and hold em
ployment, the accessibility to the social-recreational 
activities that may enhance well-being, and the possibil
ities for cross-income and cross-cultural communica
tion are all affected by the mobility of individuals and 
classes of society. 

Numerous studies have also demonstrated in supply 
versus demand versus latent demand analysis that the 
neglect of mass transit has resulted in extensive social 
costs. When these social costs are juxtaposed with the 
costs for providing increased and better transportation 
services, the social costs have been chosen. 

The immediate possibilities for improved mass tran
sit for the low-income group and, therefore, the poten
tial for increased mobility of these people are in the 
areas of 

1. Better transit information systems that include 
scheduling, routing, .and information dissemination im
provements, 

2. Extension of subscription-type bus services to 
low-income areas through programs directed toward in
creased employment by low-income residents of social 
and cultural, shopping, and other activities, and 

3. Educational programs directed toward the study 
of taxing structures to support public transportation, in-
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eluding an investigation of mass transit as a public good. 

The long-run possibilities are in the areas of 

1. Study of the relationship between mass transit de
pendence and various income, social, and psychological 
problems, 

2. Study of travel behavior on a large scale, and 
3. Planning in the framework of the relation between 

the locations of people and those of goods, services, and 
essential facilities. This could be operated through the 
planning and monitoring of programs such as those under 
the Community Development Act of 1974. 

It can be concluded, therefore, that mass transporta
tion is a very important entity to a majority of low
income individuals, either as a primary or a secondary 
mode of travel. The transit system, however, is inflex
ible, and those who are mass transit dependent remain 
relatively immobile in a society where increased mobil
ity is essential to individual and collective well-being. 
The question is, Do we have the resources, patience, 
and knowledge to improve the mass transit system so 
that all may benefit by it? 
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